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### Title: Elena R. Quiambao vs. China Banking Corporation, G.R. No. 239771

### Facts

– **April 3, 1990**: Elena R. Quiambao borrowed PHP 1,400,000.00 from China Banking
Corporation (Chinabank) for her general merchandising business.

– **April 3, 1990**: Elena and her common-law husband, Daniel S. Sy, executed a Real
Estate Mortgage (REM) on a parcel of land as security for the loan. This REM was amended
several times:
– **April 29, 1993**: Loan increased to PHP 1,770,000.00
– **April 28, 1995**: Loan increased to PHP 2,600,000.00
– **April 29, 1997**: Loan increased to PHP 4,000,000.00

– **March 1, 2005**: Chinabank filed for foreclosure of the REM, alleging that Quiambao
and Sy obtained additional loans totaling PHP 5,000,000.00 under eight promissory notes
(PNs).

–  **May  5,  2005**:  Mortgaged  property  auctioned  and  sold  to  Chinabank  for  PHP
5,254,708.00.

– **May 6, 2005**: Certificate of Sale issued to Chinabank. Qiambao and Sy did not redeem
the property, leading to the transfer of the title to Chinabank.

– **Subsequently**: Quiambao filed a petition to annul the mortgage and the foreclosure,
arguing that the REM only covered the original loan and amendments up to April 29, 1997,
and not the subsequent PHP 5,000,000.00 loans.

– **February 22, 2011**: RTC ruled in favor of Quiambao, declaring the amendments to the
REM and the foreclosure void.

– **September 11, 2017**: Court of Appeals reversed the RTC decision, holding the REM
secured all succeeding obligations due to the blanket mortgage clause.

### Issues

1. Whether the eight promissory notes executed from March 19, 2004, to June 16, 2004,
could be the basis for the foreclosure proceedings.
2. Whether the “blanket mortgage clause” in the latest amendment to the REM dated April
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29, 1997, legitimately covered the subsequent loans amounting to PHP 5,000,000.00.
3. Whether the amendments to the REM and subsequent foreclosure proceedings were
valid.

### Court’s Decision

1. **Eight Promissory Notes as Basis for Foreclosure**:
– **Supreme Court’s Analysis**: The Court held that the promissory notes did not allude to
the original REM or its amendments as security. One PN was even testified by Chinabank’s
assistant as unsecured.  Therefore,  the amendments to the REM could not cover these
subsequent loans.
– **Resolution**: The eight promissory notes could not justify the foreclosure proceedings.

2. **Blanket Mortgage Clause**:
– **Supreme Court’s Analysis**: The Court reiterated that while blanket mortgage clauses
(dragnet clauses) subsuming all debts are valid, they require specific reference to future
loans as secured obligations. The ambiguity in the security coverage must be construed
against Chinabank, who prepared the contract.
– **Resolution**: The REM with the blanket mortgage clause did not include the subsequent
PHP 5,000,000.00 loans.

3. **Validity of Amendments and Foreclosure**:
– **Supreme Court’s Analysis**: The Court noted the educational limitations and lack of
understanding of the legal nuances of Elena and Daniel despite their business experience,
coupled with the fact that Chinabank did not elucidate the contract terms to them. Thus, the
amendments and foreclosure are void for failure to meet standards of good faith and clear
understanding.
–  **Resolution**:  Both  the  amendments  to  the  REM  dated  April  29,  1997,  and  the
foreclosure proceedings were declared void.

### Doctrine

1. **Contracts of Adhesion**:
– Contracts where one party imposes a standard form contract and the weaker party’s role
is  to  accept  or  reject  are  closely  scrutinized.  Ambiguities  are  interpreted  against  the
drafting party.

2. **Blanket Mortgage Clause (Dragnet Clause)**:
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– Such clauses are valid but require explicit and clear terms indicating that future debts fall
within the mortgage scope. Unless the succeeding financial documents refer back to the
mortgage, they cannot be foreclosed under it.

### Class Notes

– **Contract of Adhesion**: Close judicial scrutiny required. Ambiguities resolved against
the preparer.
– **Blanket Mortgage Clause**: Must specify future debts clearly.  General terms won’t
suffice unless explicitly linked to initial security.
– **Equitable Relief**: Courts protect weaker parties in contracts, especially when one is at
a disadvantage due to limited understanding or education.

### Historical Background

This  case  arose  out  of  the  context  of  Philippine  commercial  practices  where  complex
financial arrangements often use standardized contracts drafted predominantly by financial
institutions.  The  courts  have  long  been  vigilant  in  protecting  parties  who  may  be
disadvantaged  by  these  adhesive  contracts,  emphasizing  the  necessity  for  clear
understanding and explicit terms, particularly in securing loans and handling foreclosures.


